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The traditions of the presidential address to this association allow wide discretion (or
indiscretion) in the choice of subject on which the person you have honored with the
presidency must endeavor to cast whatever light is in her. Some of my predecessors
began their addresses by recounting the variety of subjects they had contemplated
discussing and then set aside. I indulged in that process only briefly since it soon
became clear that in 1977 the choice of the general area of my remarks is almost
mandatory. It will perhaps not surprise you if I embark on the far from easy task of
trying to share with you some thoughts on the responsibilities of historians in relation
to our present national discontents. Out of respect for the Francophone members of
the association and in the interests of holding the country together I will not attempt to
give any part of my remarks in French, a necessity I greatly regret.
The last time this association heard a presidential address explicitly on the service
history and historians may render the nation, was, fittingly enough, in centennial year
1967 when Professor R.M. Saunders discussed the persistence of Canadian historians
in perceiving their scholarly obligations as including the explication of the conditions
of nationhood, past and present. Canadian historians have correctly understood this
obligation, according to Professor Saunders, not simply as a personal one, but as "a
duty that the discipline and profession of history . . . owes to the nation, to
Canada.(1) If we needed any demonstration of how pervasive the national theme has
been in the work of Canadian historians it has recently been provided in Carl Berger's
brilliant discussion, which is a landmark in the intellectual life of this country.
Berger's book shows too, with compelling force, the enormous influence exercised by
contemporary social and cultural climates in determining the character of the
questions asked and the interpretations offered by our leading historians.(2) Without
the benefit of any sophisticated comparative content analysis it seems safe to claim
that there can be few countries in which scholars working in the national history have
been so preoccupied with "nationhood," "national identity," and "national unity." That
tells the world a good deal about the character of "the precarious homestead"(3) we
inhabit on the northern half of this continent, as well as illustrating the essentially
contemporary or presentist motivation of historical enquiry.
If we were to judge by the great increase in historical activity of every kind in recent
years we would reach a highly flattering forecast about the contributions historians

may be expected to make to our national life. Since 1950 the number of historians
teaching Canadian history in our universities has more than doubled, while the total in
all fields has at least tripled. Although the number of historians working in the
Canadian field has increased so dramatically their proportion in relation to other kinds
of specialists has probably declined, a development we should all applaud as
representing a maturing of the historical discipline as a whole in this country; our
capacities for understanding our own society cannot be enhanced by ignorance of
others. Further, more doctoral theses in history were written in the last two decades
than in the whole previous span of graduate studies in Canada; the total number of
theses undertaken in Canadian history and related areas almost quadrupled between
1966 and 1977, expanding from about 350 to nearly 1200. Even when one makes
allowance for the increasing comprehensiveness of the register of dissertations
published jointly by the Public Archives of Canada and this association, the rate of
growth is truly remarkable. At the same time we have witnessed the proliferation of
new historical or interdisciplinary journals, both regional and thematic in emphasis,
and ranging from Acadiensis to B.C. Studies, and from Social History to Labour
History, Canadian Ethnic Studies, and the Urban History Review, and we have
rejoiced in the continuing triumph that is the Dictionary of Canadian Biography.
During the period of this great academic explosion the financial resources available to
historians and to their conferences and publications, mainly from the Canada Council,
have been bountiful beyond the imagination of our predecessors. Yet are there many
of us who would quarrel with Michael Cross's recent observation that "the period was
one of promise more than of accomplishment,(4) or would deny a feeling of
restlessness and uncertainty among members of our profession about the value of
much of this activity?
What are the sources of this uneasiness? I believe they are both psychological and
intellectual, although it is difficult to make a clear distinction. The dominant direction
of Canadian historical studies recently has been away from the old well-worn national
themes, from the unifying interpretation offered by "the Laurentian thesis" and toward
the exploration of regional and local history. This direction reflects in part the
contemporary realities of this country, just as the approaches of earlier historians
revealed the facts of economic and political power and the anxieties and aspirations of
their times. That current Canadian realities highlight fragmentation, dissension, and
the growth of regional consciousness that comes close to adding to our two traditional
nationalism, throws many of us into some doubt about the wisdom of our current
orientation. When to this is added the demand of many of our politicians for more
decentralization as the automatic solution to most of the problems of a country which
is already probably the most decentralized federal union in the world, it is little
wonder if we are plagued by the fear that our pursuit of "limited identities" may
contribute to the divisiveness most of us would like to ameliorate. On occasion it is

tempting to return to the faith of our fathers and to see overwhelming merit in a retreat
into the old, reassuring nation-building perspectives of central Canada.
Historians are not alone in this dilemma. Although Canadian economists seem to be
relatively free of the need to agonize, at least in public, over the possibly disruptive
consequences of their exposures of regional economic disparities and their
questioning of the efficacy of national economic policies, the political scientists have
not escaped. The expansion of provincial powers within the Canadian federal system
has, not surprisingly, been accompanied by a burgeoning of interest in provincial
political parties and institutions. In urging skepticism about "the new conventional
wisdom" which sees provinces as the most relevant units of study, Donald Smiley
takes strong exception to the conclusion of a fellow political scientist, John Wilson,
that "Canada is in reality a loose coalition of 10 distinct political systems . . .
[possessing] . . . at least 10 political cultures."(5) In Smiley's view Wilson is both
misleading and alarming since he "defines away the eleventh political system - that of
Canada."(6) Nor is he any happier with the infinite flexibility of Edwin R. Black's
"Special Status for All" solution to Canadian constitutional problems, based on the
assumption that provincial values are "agreed and explicit" but that there can be no
acceptable definition of a national interest.(7) More dispassionately, in an article of
considerable interest to historians, Richard Simeon discusses the phenomenon
"regionalism" and warns against too readily defining it in political terms. To
"institutionalize the regional dimension" sets up "a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy"
which finds what we are looking for - regionalism. When regions are equated with
provinces we may be prevented from seeing that some regional differences economic, social, or cultural - "are not so much the cause of regionalized politics, but
are the result of a regionalized political structure."(8)
Whatever the present conventional wisdom of our colleagues in political science,
historians can scarcely be accused of plunging headlong into regional or provincial
subjects of investigation. Our present direction has been taken only slowly and with
apparent reluctance. More often than not, at least until very recently, we have given
the impression that we hoped regionalism might go away we were careful not to
dignify it with too much attention.
You may recall that a decade ago this association celebrated Canada's centennial by
sponsoring five interdisciplinary seminars across the country on the theme
"Regionalism in the Canadian Community, 1867-1967". The title is an accurate
reflection of the caution with which we have espoused regional approaches, and of the
continuing desire to emphasize the varieties of Canadian experience without
abandoning the concept of "a Canadian community" and the commitment to "national
unity."(9) As we all know, an interest in regionalism pre-dates those centennial
seminars. In some degree we have always had regional history and Confederation

itself was an instrument for accommodating regional interests. Regional diversity has
always been the stuff of Canadian history. Geographic distance, conflict arising from
differences in economic resources and interests among regions, tension between the
two founding cultures, and the growth of regional cultures based on variety in
historical traditions are not recent discoveries. What is new is the increasing
disposition to see merit in trying to understand this diversity from the perspectives
provided by study of the regions or localities themselves rather than from the centre
only. W.L. Morton's frequently cited attack in 1946 on the limitations of national
history based on the Laurentian thesis is often taken as the beginning of the active
interest in regional history.(10) Yet in the two decades following Professor Morton's
plea little regional history was published. The two most notable departures from this
pattern were the excellent provincial histories of Manitoba and British Columbia by
Morton and Margaret Ormsby respectively.
With the publication in 1963 of the first volume of the Canadian Centenary Series
came the declaration over the names of Professors Morton and Creighton that the
general theme of the series was "the development of those regional communities
which have for the past half century made up the Canadian nation." No attempt was
made to define a regional community although the character of the volumes covering
the years to the mid-nineteenth century shows that sometimes a community was
defined politically, as in the case of an individual colony such as Upper or Lower
Canada, and sometimes geographically as in the volume on the Atlantic provinces. In
the later volumes the most obvious political landmark, Confederation, is carefully
avoided in determining the chronological boundaries of the volumes, thus attempting
to give due emphasis to the regional, economic, social and cultural forces behind
national political developments. That the attempt has been successful only to a limited
degree is a commentary not so much on the skills, organizational or interpretative, of
the authors, as on the limitations of the scholarship on which they were able to draw.
Moreover, despite the commitment to an understanding of Canada's regional
communities, the series has, perhaps inevitably, an overall centralist and national bias
which has conditioned the allocation of attention to subjects and regions and
sometimes distorts historical significance in an understandable desire to impose
intellectual and literary unity on a many faceted story of continental dimensions. For
example, the treatment of Nova Scotia as compared with that accorded Upper Canada
may reflect the political power of Nova Scotia vis-a-vis Ontario in twentieth century
Canada, but it does not reveal accurately their relative importance in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Similarly, except in the volume by Morris
Zaslow, the reader of the series gets only the foggiest impression of British Columbia.
When the Pacific province comes into view at all it is a sea of mountains through
which the CPR must be driven for the realization of the national dream or as the
mysterious domain of obstreperous politicians out to thwart the omniscient designs of

Ottawa. In suggesting that the Centenary Series has severe limitations as a history of
the "regional communities which have . . . made up the Canadian nation" I do not
wish to underestimate its strengths, which are many. Perhaps one of them is,
paradoxically, its very provocativeness concerning regional subjects which await
study.
The investigation of many of these subjects is already under way and now the pace of
regional studies is clearly being accelerated. This development is strongly reinforced
by the growing interest in social history which is of necessity regional and local in
focus. Perhaps the association with social history, so eminently respectable these days,
will help to cure our persistent inhibitions about local and regional history. I do not
want to give the impression that our reluctance to engage in an all-out search for
"limited identities" is entirely psychological in origin. We all recognize the conceptual
problems that are involved here in defining regions and localities in meaningful ways,
and thus avoiding the perils of parochial, parish pump history unrelated to wider
contexts. How limited is too limited to be significant? For many of us intellectual
difficulties in confronting that question are still compounded by the haunting vision,
rooted in long tradition, of explicitly national history as the only ultimately important
history and the only one that serves "national unity." That vision encourages us to
believe that studies of individual communities are of little value unless they lead
directly to comprehensive generalizations about "the Canadian community" and "the
Canadian identity." Of course when we listen too much to our colleagues in the social
sciences, especially to sociologists wedded firmly to comparative studies, doubts on
this score are likely to be confirmed to the point where we are in danger of
abandoning the historian's peculiar role as illuminator of the particular. But when we
are true to our own best insights as historians it is evident that a study of Swift
Current(11) is well worthwhile for what it tells us about the growth and character of a
small Saskatchewan city and its environs even if we have to wait indefinitely for
comparable studies of Yorkton and Weyburn, or are never able to compare Swift
Current with more disparate communities such as Prince Rupert, Smiths Falls, Riviere
du Loup or Edmunston. Hamilton, Ontario may not bear close comparison with any
other Canadian city but what we now know about it is still worth knowing.(12) And
would any of us want to be without Louise Dechêne's splendidly researched and richly
textured study of seventeenth century Montreal? Even if it were to remain one of a
kind it will stand as a model of regional social history.
Moving to other kinds of study, who among us does not sing the praises of the
historical geographers, Cole Harris and John Warkentin, for bringing fresh form and
meaning to our understanding of human settlement and social development in the
regions and communities of pre-Confederation Canada?(13) George
Woodcock's Gabriel Dumont shows how biography may be social history when it

places a leading figure clearly in the setting of a region and its peoples. H.V. Nelles'
superb study(14) of relations between business and government in the development of
Ontario's natural resources spearheads a revival of the best in the venerable tradition
of Canadian political economy and encourages the hope that it will inspire similar
studies of other provinces. Even in the unlikely event that it does not, Nelles' work
together with the recent collection of essays, Oliver Mowat's Ontario and the volumes
that have been initiated in the Ontario Historical Studies Series may enable us at long
last to begin to see "the empire province'' as something other than a society writ only
slightly smaller than the nation.
None of us would have any difficulty in adding to this brief list a substantial number
of other titles that remind us that the sixties and seventies, if full of promise, have also
been years of some solid achievement. The reality of progress becomes clear if we ask
whether the writing of a social history of Canada is a more feasible enterprise today
than it was in the fifties when A.R.M. Lower published what he and his critics all
recognized as an experimental and pioneering work.(15) The answer is obviously in the
affirmative, although even now it is unlikely that the job would be undertaken by
anyone much less audaciously individualistic than Lower himself. So far as I know
there is none among us who meets that requirement.
But the essential, specialized studies on a host of subjects - thematic, regional, and
local, are gradually being done. To mention only a few - now we begin to know
something about the social context and the social consequences of education in both
French and English Canada, about the condition of the working class in several urban
centres, and about some aspects of the life and work of women, "the neglected
majority," in Canadian history. Urban history moves slowly forward despite the
continuing debate and confusion about what to study and how to do it, while the
complexities of the relationships between the vertical and ethnic mosaics in our
history are being explored, and a handful of intellectual historians convinces us that
Canadians have had ideas about the world around them and that we do have an
intellectual history.
Occasionally we are rewarded with a work that is both exploration and synthesis, such
as Fernand Ouellet on Lower Canada,(16) or Craig Brown and Ramsay Cook on early
twentieth century Canada,(17)volumes which enable us to see how specialized and
limited studies contribute to the construction of new and stimulating interpretations.
Then it becomes easier to be confident that the prevailing trends in Canadian
historical studies are in the long run compatible with the central traditions of Canadian
historiography and with the survival of Canada. To quote Professor Careless, who is
primarily responsible for bringing the term "limited identities" into the daily
vocabulary of students of Canadian history, some lines that are becoming increasingly
familiar:

". . . the true theme of the country's history in the twentieth century is not nation building . . . but region building. . . .
all this does add up to a characteristic and persisting Canadian pattern, largely differentiated from the United Stares and the whole may indeed be greater than the sum of its parts, producing through its relationships some sort of
common Canadianism. . . . the distinctive nature of much of Canadian experience has produced a continent-wide
entity identifiable in its very pluralism, constraints, and compromises."(18)

Thus far the sharpest and most convincing portrayals of the identities which together
constitute this common Canadianism come not from historians but from our poets,
novelists and short story writers. The unprecedented growth of a genuinely Canadian
literature in both French and English during the past two decades has strong regional
roots, yet the creative writers, especially the poets have a strong sense of community,
very often know one another, and frequently enjoy a reading public extending across
the country. Both the general reader and the social historian find their sensitivity to
the impact of place and history on the Canadian consciousness heightened by John
Newlove's prairie spaces and the trials of those who inhabit them, by Susan
Musgrave's exploration of the meaning of west coast Indian myths, and by the
similarities and differences between the communities of Alice Munro's rural Ontario
and Margaret Lawrence Manawaka, Manitoba. The physical and cultural
environments of Roch Carrier's Gaspé villagers and Jack Hodgin's Vancouver
Islanders are markedly different but their responses to the advance of the outside
world's technology or their isolation place them in the same world. James Reaney's
western Ontario farmers and feuding Irish are as far removed culturally from Michel
Tremblay oppressed and disinherited working class in east end Montreal as the two
playwrights are distinctive in dramatic style and language. Yet Canadian reader and
theatre audiences from St. John's to Victoria recognize these diverse, limited identities
as part of their own. For they give us, in John Newlove's words
the knowledge of our origins,
and where we are in truth,
whose land this is
and is to be.(19)

Our capacity to comprehend and feel these regional identities provides firm ground
for the hope that we are creating a nation which can continue to be home for all of us.
Historians, and not only those who are Canadian specialists, have a part to play in
strengthening that capacity. To the extent that we contribute to an understanding of
the structure and texture of human communities and of how they have lived together
or failed to live together in the past and to the degree that we are able to illuminate the
tensions and compromises that must characterize a pluralist society we will honor our
obligations to Canada. Canadian historians will do that only if we can fully accept,
intellectually and emotionally, the remarkable diversities of this country and finally
abandon our apologetic stance toward regional and local history. To do otherwise is
the true divisiveness. A thoughtful and provocative contribution to the current debate
about Canada's future is made in the recently published volume of essays edited by
David Bercuson under the title Canada and the Burden of Unity. The book is what the

editor frankly calls "anti-national history," written from the perspectives of
Maritimers and Westerners, in the hope that the old burdens of unity may eventually
be laid down in a renewed federalism that accommodates more fully than our present
union the experience and aspirations of Canada's varied communities. In common
with these authors, most of us understand that our present circumstances demand that
we reject exhortations to treat the constitutional arrangements of 1867 as the epitome
of Canadian political wisdom and imagination for all time to come. If the Fathers of
Confederation had been as bound by their history as Professor Creighton seems to
think we should be by ours,(20) would there ever have been a Canadian nation?
Still, we understand too that the ideal of a "political nationality" of the kind that
Cartier, Macdonald and the others wanted to create, allowing people of diverse
historical and cultural experience to live together in freedom and order and mutual
advantage, is as relevant today as it ever was. It is a happy circumstance that a
Fredericton historian, A.G. Bailey, long associated with this university, has put the
heart of the matter so well, showing us how, from the beginning, it has been possible
for limited identities and local loyalties to be caught up in larger commitments and the
vision of a new nation. Dr. Bailey, of course, is no ordinary historian, but a poet as
well, and I expect the poem from which I am about to read is known to many of you.
In eighteen sixty-six on the floor of the House
Billy Needham said "Mr. Speaker . . ."
and the Union men knew what was coming.
Wary of words, drumming fingers on desks,
their faces went bleaker.
White-haired David Wark called them to action
for the Province's and the Empire's good:
admonished the visionless and the factional
sounding the changes on obstructionism and rejection;
stultification and penury written in ledgers
with statistical precision; the timber shipments
that might last the century out--with prayers;
prayers and a question of hard cash,
a typical New Brunswick contingency.
......
But there was more than trade reports that made men dream.
There were those like old David Wark who would
live to be a hundred, and even Mitchell and Tilley,
men who many supposed were shy of the
farfetched, the grandiose, the insubstantial,
who seemed to see something else, something beyond them

that even gave pause to the prophets
of the economically, financially,
and politically disastrous.
Even Billy Needham with his statistics was
ultimately unable to cope with it.
......
Perhaps it was partly a sense of the largeness of things, of the land:
although they could not actually see
a gull flying over the Strait of Georgia,
another ocean, the roll of the Pacific,
the beaten smokestacks and the freight of China:
dimly beyond the Lakes, the summer prairie,
and Palliser's Triangle, someday to be celebrated
by those trained to read landscapes.
Perhaps it was something that could not be put into words
like a railway advertisement
of a sequence of magnificent vistas;
but a way for men to live in peace and freedom,
with mutual forbearance,
speaking in half the languages of Europe and Asia.
with rights grounded in law.
Whatever else it was it could have been all of these things
but there were not very many who could see this
in the session of eighteen sixty-six,
and not many the year after.(21)

There were not many then, but there were enough. There are many more now, but it is
far from certain that there are enough. As historians let us do all we can to ensure that
there are enough, refusing to draw back from that obligation out of fear of being
charged with what elsewhere is easily accepted as simple love of country, but in
Canada is so often labeled chauvinism or a menacing nationalism. Is it chauvinistic or
unworthy of the profession of history to believe that tho' we Canadians are less than
one per cent of the earth's peoples, our experience of the varieties of ways of being
Canadian, yet living together, is worth understanding and perpetuating, both for
ourselves and our children, and for a divided humanity that must share an ever smaller
planet? If we cannot answer that question firmly and in hope, then whatare the uses of
history?
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